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LIGN 211, Phonology
Exercise: Lombardi voicing typology
Concerning the Lombardi (1999) reading that we discussed in class, you’ll now find the following three files on the course website (filed under the link to Lombardi (1999), in Readings):
(a) Notes on the Lombardi Voicing Typology (from Alan Prince)
(b) Excel file with 4 candidate sets for use with OTWorkplace (from Alan Prince)
(c) Excel file with 16 candidate sets for use with OTWorkplace
In (a), Prince specifies the system (GEN_LV, CON_LV) used to create (b), and supplies some
remarks explaining a few things of interest in that system. As Prince notes at the end of (a), the 4
candidate sets supplied in (b) are sufficient to obtain the full typology predicted by the system.
Those four candidate sets are as follows, with some comments on their properties.1
Input
1. da
Outputs
.da.
.Ta.
2. ag
.ag.
.aK.
3. akda .ak.da.
.ak.Ta.
.aG.da.
.aG.Ta.
4. akkda .akk.da.
.aGG.da.
.akk.Ta.
.akG.Ta.
.aGk.Ta.
.aGG.Ta.
.akG.da.
.aGk.da.
Faithfulness comment
faithful
unfaithful (in onset)
faithful
unfaithful (in coda)
faithful
unfaithful (in onset)
unfaithful (in coda)
unfaithful (in both)
faithful
unfaithful (in both codas)
unfaithful (in onset)
unfaithful (in onset and second coda)
unfaithful (in onset and first coda)
unfaithful (in onset and both codas)
unfaithful (in second coda)
unfaithful (in first coda)
Markedness comment
voiced onset
voiceless onset
voiced coda
voiceless coda
disagree; voiced onset
agree w/ voiceless coda
agree w/ voiced onset
disagree; voiced coda
disagree; voiced onset
agree w/ voiced onset
agree w/ voiceless coda
disagree twice; voiceless onset
disagree b/w codas
disagree; voiceless onset
disagree b/w coda & onset
disagree twice; voiced onset
As you’ll see, all but the AGREE constraint are simple to define and automatically calculated in
(b); AGREE is simply calculated by hand.2
The file in (c) is an extended version of Prince’s (b) that I created, with these differences:
•
•
•
For my own sense of perspicuity, I changed the representation of the second coda consonant in the 3-consonant clusters to an alveolar fricative-looking symbol (s, z, S, Z).
I filled out the rest of the possible candidate sets in each group in the table above. That is,
I added /ta/ below /da/, /ak/ below /ag/, and all of the remaining possible combinations of
input voicing specifications for the 2-consonant and 3-consonant clusters.
I specified the definition of AGREE (as a long list of *k.d,k.D,…) in order to automatically calculate violations of all the constraints in all of these new candidate sets I created.
1
Following Prince’s output representation encoding, lower case symbols (k, g, t, d) are faithful to their input correspondents, upper case symbols (K, G, T, D) are unfaithful to their input correspondents, velar-looking symbols (k, g,
K, G) represent coda consonants, and alveolar-looking symbols (t, d, T, D) represent onset consonants.
2
There’s supposed to be a func:Agr function, but it has a bug in our version of OTWorkplace.
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LIGN 211, Phonology
Exercise: Lombardi voicing typology
Here are some suggestions for using OTWorkplace with the files in (b) and (c).
(1) Compute the factorial typology on both files and examine the results.
(2) How do the seven languages predicted map onto the languages types (more accurately,
descriptions of language types) that Lombardi (1999) discusses in her article?
(3) Confirm that the factorial typologies computed from each file are not distinct from each
other; that is, that they predict the same set of patterns, and that the four candidate sets in
(b) really do constitute sufficient support for the predicted typology.
(4) Confirm that removal of any one candidate set from (b) predicts a different typology.
(5) Does substitution of any candidate set in (b) predict a different typology? Hint: you might
try removing the /akk.da/ candidate set and substitute it with each of the seven other 3consonant cluster candidate sets that I added in (c) to see what happens. (But be careful!
Since I changed some velar-looking symbols to alveolar fricative-looking symbols, you’ll
have to make sure you have the right constraint violation profiles for your candidates.)
(6) Consider why the four candidate sets in (b) are indeed sufficient.
(7) Are there any relevant candidate sets that you can think of to add to (c) that might change
the typology? (You can literally try adding some if you like, if only to confirm suspicions, but if you think hard enough about the answer to (6) you should be able to answer
this question without doing so.)
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